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1, BUDGETARY ALLOTMENTS ISSUED AS AT 26 MA.Y 1952s Item 17 of the Agenda 
(Document ЕВЮ/7) 

The GHAIRMAN invited comments on the report submitted by the Director-General 

(document ЕЕЮ/7) . 1 

Decision; There being no comments5 the Board, took note of the report. 
(See"re'solution EB10.R16» ) 

2» EXPERT COMMITTEE REPORTSз Item 7 of the Agenda ' 

International Pharmacopoeia » report on tenth session and Sub-Committee on Non-Proprietary 
ишими M c » . — — I . —» IM НЧ.» I !• -Ill» у » — « у — — a — • — — — — ч и й — — 

. Name s ? report on fourth session (Documents ЕВ10Д0 and EBlO/11 ) 

Dr^ van den BERG^ referring to section 2 of the report of the Expert Committee on 

the International Phprmcopoeia (WH0/Pharm/220) thought it was unfortunate that WHO had 

decided to dissolve the Brussels Agreement without replacing by international regulations 

the articles that ought to be retained， The International Pharmacopoeia, being only a 

re с ommenda ti on5 could not wholly replace e formal agreement» The Secretariat should 

be asked to make e study with a view to preparing suitable regulations о 

M. ВШ、Ю5 Pharmrceutical Section, explained that there had been a strong feeling in 

the expert committee that there should be some form of agreement to герЗвсе the 

Brussels Agreements of 1906• and 1929- Howeve-r̂  the difficulty of framing articles that 

could replace those parts of the Brussels Agreements that differed ffom the International 

Pharmacopoeia had proved so great that it had been decided that the only practicable 

solution would be to prep?re a protocol and invite individu?! Member States to ргертгв 

mtionrl regulations,. 

Decisions There being no further comments, the Board rioted the reports. (See 

resolution EBl0oR14e) 

mmm -- ч • • • « ^ • « • • Ч Ч » » » . . чи» • 

X 
_Reproduced ps ^ппр.х S to Official Records Ыо,>43 



i • 
Trachomaд report on the first session (document EB10/18 ) 

Dr. HAYEK considered that in the present state of knowledge on trachoma the 

report as a whole (WHO/Trachoma/32) could hardly be better. He wished merely to 

suggest that in subsection 3-3.2 the word "may" in the second sentence should be 

replaced by "must", since he felt that persons suffering from acute forms of 

trachoma and "who insisted nevertheless on making international journeys should not 

be left free to submit to surveillance or not as they chose• 

The ОШЕСТОН^ОШНЁЕАЪ pointed out that the Executive Board could not make 

corrections in a report drawn up by a group of experts in their own name. It could, 

however, make ccimments which would be circulated with the report wherever it went.. 

UNICEF was beginning to interest itself in trachma, and in that connexion the 

Board might be interested to hear a statement from Dr« Sutter, 

Dr» SUT1ER, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, 

said that in regard to trachoma control programmes, it was necessary to stress the 

complexity of the problems involved• Recognition had been given to the response 

to treatment by antibiotics, particularly when they were applied four or more times 

daily without interruption for a period of two months • Even that scheme, lfiiich was 

of course very difficult to apply to a large population^ would leave a percentage of 

cases needing farther treatment • For that reason, it was still to be found out 

whether it.would be possible to apply the present knowledge of the treatment of 

trachoma in mass campaigns, and most of the programmes had to be framed as pilot 

projects in very carefully �elected and limited areas. Those pilot projects should 



be closely watched and regulated before mass campaigns could be recommended or 

implemented in any particular country^ and should be followed by an evaluation period 

of several years, to discover whether their results were permanent or only temporary, 

Át present the programme for 1953 included some UNICEF -assisted projects for 

Morocco, Tunisia and Taiwan (Formosawhere such an approach ms envisaged. It was 

probable that requests would с ocie for similar types of programmes for the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region (probably Egypt), and South-East Asia (probably India or 

Indonesia). fhùSQ pilot projects could be considered m actual experimente iïi £Jüadín^ 

out the feasibility oí4 applying in an ecoriaQicalljr.-administFative way the present 

knowledge of the eifectiveaoss of antibiotics with or iftdthout sulfas in a large 

population• 

Dr. TÜRBOTT, apart from general praise for the report^ vdiich was of particular 

interest to him because the problem of trachoma existed in his own country, wished 

to make the following comments: 

Firstly, he hoped that the suggestion in section 4.25 regarding the publication 

of a monograph, would be followed up. Secondly, he heartily endorsed the 

recommendation in section 4,4, He had been astonished at a recent meeting of a body 

of everts to discover the isolation in v^ich many of them had worked until brought 

together in an international gathering. Once contact had been established, it was 

always maintained to the enormous profit of all concerned. Thirdly, with regard to 

the rsccmmendation in section 4.7, he thought that it would be more Useful if the 

training of virologists was not confined to opiithalmologye 

Professor ALIVISATCS, after praising the report, added the following reinarks: 



The plan for mass treatment of trachoma would be difficult to apply, since it wou. 

be impossible to make children and employed persons report four times a day for 

application of the ointment. A study should be undertaken to evolve a simpler treat-

ment involving only one or two applications a day, and doses of sulfonamide should be 

arranged to be administered at the same time, especially to children, who could not be 

• « . •. 
trusted to take tiie doses regularly by themselves. 

In section 2.5 the report suggested the resumption of experiments in vaccination 

against the Koch-V<eeks bacillus. His own opinion waa that the experiments were bound 
‘ • 

to fail, for his experience in the question of local immunity developed after 

conjunctivitis due to thé bacillus had shown � large number of cases of persons suffering 
• . ‘ . 

two or three times from the complaint. It was well known that where natural infection 

could not provide adequate immunity, vaccination would fail. 

As to the recommendation in section 4.7, he wished to suggest that the fellowships 

in question should be awarded to virologists for specialized training in the problem 

of the trachcma virus, in view of its importance and of the impossibility^ in the 

present state of knowledge, for- any specialist to cover the ráiole field of virology• 

Finally, he wished to suggest that among the subjects for research be included 

the question of susceptibility to trachoma, in view of the changes that were known 

to take place in the cornea between the ages of 15 and 20. 

The DIRECTOR-GENEfiAL said that, with regard to the suggestion in section 4.2, 

there was at present no budgetary provision for the production of a monograph, but 

that if'the Executive Board approved the suggestion funds would have to be found some 
• » 

time in the future • The re с cramenda t ion in section 4.7 was the result of a slight 



misconception by the expert committee. WHO did not establish fellowships for 

particular purposes; they were provided on request by individual governments, and 

their purpose in each case depended on the needs of the government concerned. 

Dr. WICKREMESDKHE had understood the Director-Qsneral to say that the report, 

if published, could not be changed in any way. He wondered whether misconceptions 

such as the JDirector-General had just pointed out should be allowed to go through, 

since the report would be published as a report of an e^ert committee of the World 

Health Organization and confusion might result in some countries• • 

He personally was thinking rather of another mistake, in the footnote to 

subsection 3 .3 .2 . The note quoted the definition of the word "surveillance" given 

in the International Sanitary Conventions for Aerial Navigation of 1933 and 1944) but 

by the time the report -was published thé conventions would be superseded by the 

International Sanitary Regulations. Perhaps a footnote could be inserted to that 

effect. It should also, be pointed out that surveillance was not a means of 

controlling acute forms of disease； it was merely a way of keeping contacts under 

observation. Once a person was suffering from a disease, the term "surveillance11 

had no further meaning. V 

The DIREC TOR-GENERAL said there could be no question of changing the report, 

but any comments, or additional information necessary where circumstances had changed, 

could be attached and, as he had said，would accompany the report wherever it was 

circulated. He did not think there could be any objection to inserting 

as footnotes as well as in a covering note. 



Dr. van den BERG recalled that similar problems had arisen before in the 

consideration of expert coEimittee reports. He wondered whether draft expert cccimittee 

reports could not be run over by an expert eye from the ¿fecretariat before final 

adoption in the committee. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Secretariat did do its best to ensure that 

expert coinmittec reports contained no actual errors, but where a situation dianged, 

a& for example by the coming into force of the International.Sanitary Regulations, 

the only course was ъо add a comment later. 

In the case of section 4 «7, it was perhaps the Executive Board' rather than the 

expert committee . that was under misconception,. The expert cranmittee had probably 

intended to suggest that individual governments should themselves establish fellowships 

and seek help from wherever it was available. • 

Finally, with regard to the footnote to subsection 3-3.2, the International 

Sanitary Regulations contained no definition of "surveillance", and therefore the 

only definition available had been cited. • 

Dr. MáCKENZIE felt some anxiety about publishing subsection 3.3.2 as it stood. 

Taken with the footnote, it implied that governments were empowered by the 

International Sanitary Conventions to place trachoma sufferers under surveillance, 

whereas in fact thêre wsre no international, but only national, regulations dealing 

with trachcma. Also, as had been pointed out, surveillance was purely a measure for 

keeping contacts under observation. 

As for section 3.4. on migrants) more advice would be useful on what could be 

done from the administrative point of view by countries of immigration. The report 



apparently placed reliance on bilateral agreements, but account must be taken of the 

extreme difficulty of diagnosing trachoma... 

On the whole, however, he considered the report deserved the highest praise and 

would be of great usefulness. 

Finally, he agreed with the Director-General that tiie report must be inviolate 

unless the Organization took some responsibility for it, náiich was not the case. If 

there was a factual mistake, a note could be added, but it must сcme from the 

Secretariat and not frcm the Executive Board. 

Professor ALIVISATOS wished to clarify his previous statement. He did not 

agree with the suggestion that ophthalmologists should become virologistsj it was 

much easier for a virologist to become an expert on treatmáit of trachoma. 

Dr. ВВШШ, Director, Division of Epidemiological Services, said that the portions 

of the report dealing with quarantine Questions would be sutmitted at the end of 

1^53 to the body competent on such questions, the Committee on International 

Quarantine^ -which would decide what action should be taken on the recommendations. 

It had been pointed out that there were no international regulations concerning 

trachoma, but members of the expert committee had been aware that considerable 

hardship was frequently caused to trachoma sufferers or persons scarred by trachoma 

who, though no longer contagious, were refused entry into certain countries. It had 

been felt that, in the light of present views as to the ncai-contagiousness of trachoma 

and the possiblity of reducing contagiousness still further by proper doses of the 

newer drugs, it should be possible to replaça national•regulations prescribing complete 

exclusion by provision for surveillance for a few weeks or a few months. Such a use 



of the term "surveillance" would admittedly be new, but it would be possible in that 
• ‘ • • ' • 

way to mitigate many of the hardships'at present imposed. 

Dr. DAENGSVANG recalled that the Director-General had said that if funds wevo 

provided the monograph suggested in section 4.2 could be provided. He mshed to 

express his view that funds should be found with a view to publishing the monograph 

^in 1954, if possible. 

The CHAIRMAN remarked that there remained a number of questions still to be 

clarifiedî 

In the first place, trachoma was not at present a quarantinable disease as 

defined in the International Sanitary Regulations, and therefore any reference to 

the application of international regulations to trachoma was out of place. Secondly, 

the report recommended surveillance for acute cases, and in subsection 3.4.4 it 

сроке of treatment in the country of immigration, which meant that the individual 

concerned must be suffering from either an acute or a subacute form of the disease. 

In neither case was surveillance applicable., The Board, must therefore decide whether: 

to add a note saying that trachoma was not a quarantinable disease and that the 

references were rather out of place. Finally, there � s the question raised by 

Dr. Hayek ag to whether measures should not be obligatory rather than optional. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that the Board should first decide whether it 

agreed with Dr. MacKenzie that it could not express any views on technical questions, 

in which case the matter would be left to the Committee on International Quarantine. 



D r ' BIMÜD said that it had been the intention of the experts, even if it was 

not clear in the English text of the report, that only trachoma sufferers who had 

been rendered non-contagious should be subject to surveillance, instead of being 

barred from entry into a country. Unfortunately there was at present no sure test 

of non-contagiousness that could be conducted by officials at ports, and that was 

why surveillance was suggested. 

It was true that trachcana was not. a quarantinable disease from the point of view 

of the InteimationaX Sanitary Regulations, and that was exactly why- some countries 

imposed excessive restrictions dating from a period when effective methods of treatment 

were not known. Hence the expert conmittee had felt that a new point of view should 

he put forward, even if the Committee on International Quarantine did not consider it 

necessary to adopt interaaticnal regulations to prevent such excessive restrictions -

for it must be remembered that the purpose of international san.tf-ary regulations was 

to prevent the abuse of quarantine measures rather than to Impose measures on countries. 

The CHAIRMAN admitted that scaue countries imposed too stringent measures with 

regard to trachoma, but it was equally true ttet some took no measures at all. If 

the report was published in its present form, countries which at present imposed no 

measures might get the impression that there was a provision in the International 

Sanitary Regulations for surveillance. So vdîile hardships might be mitigated in seme 

countries, new hardships might be imposed in otiiers. 

Dr. BIRAÜD said that there were tsrokinds of quarantine measures, those adopted 

nationally and those adopted through the adaptation of national to international 

regulations. At present there were no internàtional regulations on trachoma; it was 



covered by national legislation in the case of international travellers in transit, 

and in the case of iomigrants by bilateral agreements, which usually provided for 

medical examination before departure from the country of emigration. At present 

admission was usually refused to trachoma sufferers and even to those with long-healed 

lesions, which often caused serious hardship. 

The expert ccmmittee had therefore wished to bring the attention of national 

authorities to treatments rendering sufferers, ov©h in acmts саоеа, non~contsgioa3 in 

.топазе. It had ais» wished to suggest that the presence t>£ trachoma scars 

should, not necessarily, bar a person from entry. It had therefore indicated that 

surveillance would give security to the country of inmigration and make it possible 

to relax measures taken before departure from the country of emigration. That 

point of view had been put forward in full -knowledge of the detailed discusaions 
• . . . ' ’ . • ， •

：
’ . 

&X the Migration Conference in October 1951• 

The report would be placed before the Committee on International Quarantine 5 and 

it would be for that committee to say whether it would be desirable to adopt inter-

national regulations on the matter or to leave it to national health administrations 
• - • . ‘ . 

as in the past. But in any case the new point of view should be placed before 

• . • , : 

national health authorities• 

• • . . . ， • � . . 

Dr. WICKREMESINCHE said that all members of the Board would agree with Dr.. Biraud, 

but it was unfortunately not what was said in the report • 

Since all manbers of the Board apparently a^greed on what was required, the most 

practical course seemed to be to submit the report to the CcOTiittee on International 

Quarantine with particular reference to sections 3*3 and 3*4. 



The CHAIRMâN thought there remained two point¿ to decide. . lastly there was . 

the question of whether the Executive Board could make comments on technical aspects. 

Secondly, there was the question of quarantine； measures. Dr. Biraud had given an 

e n t i r e l y s a t i s f a ° tory explanation, but as Dr. Mckremesinghe had pointed out, it was 

not what was said in the report. On that point, he thought that it would be 

sufficient to insert a note saying that there were no international regulations 

covering trachoma. 

» 

D r " WICKREMESINŒE said that he had made a concrete proposal, namely that the 

report be referred to the Committee on International Quarantine for revision. 

The CHAIRMAN said thereoould be no question of revising the report. That had 

already been decided. The point raised ty Dr. mckremesinghe would certainly be 

considered by the Committee on International Quarantine, which was to examine the 

report in any case, but it would have been published before that. 

D r ' M C K E N Z I E t h a ^ all were agreed that the text of the report could not 

be altered. Furthenaore, to add any comment on the scientific or technical aspects 

would be to take a certain amount of responsifcUity. Cb the other hand, he real5a3d 

the Implications of sending out the report to governments аз it stood. Perhaps the 

solution would be to add a note stating that the report had been passed to the • 

C O T m i t t e e ° n I n t e r n a t i o n a l ���� for observations regarding the practicability of 

the reconmendations in the portions dealing with quarantine matters. 

D r ' v a n d e n supported the suggestion of Dr. Mackenzie. 



Professor CANAPERIA thought that there had been some confusion in the discussion. 

The recommendations in Chapter 3 of the report tod been made from two different points 

of view. Section 3.4, on' migrants, contained recommendations made after a study 
* . 

undertaken in response to a resolution adopted at the Migration Conference and 

quoted in a footnote to the section. As the Board was aware, migrants were 

not covered by the International Sanitary Regulations, but there was a special 

article providing that they should be subject to individual national measures. 

Section 3.3, on the other hand, dealt with travellèr3 in transit, and that 

w a S the section vbich should be submitted to study by th¿ Committee on 

Intémational Quarantine since, as had been stressed, there were no international 

regulations on trachoma. 

Ibe Board might therefore adopt the method suggested by Dr. Mackenzie, and 

authorize the publication of the report vdth a note saying that the section dealing 

with travellers iii transit had been"submitted to the Committee on International 

Quarantine for examination and the possible Naming of regulations based on the 

recommendations contained in it . 

D r . wiCKREMESINŒffi wished for clarification on one point. He had understood 

the Director-General to say that the report could not be changed, but that a purely 

factual note could be added. If that was so, then there would be no objection to 

inserting a footnote to the effect that as from October 1952 the questions previously 

governed by the'International Sanitary Conventions would be governed by the 

International Sanitary Regulations. 



The CHAIîMAN enquired whether Dr. Mckremesinghesuggestion was not covered 

by Dr. Mackenzie's proposal. 

Dr. van den BERG thought that there was a distinction between the two proposals. 

All members were agreed that the report could not be changed and that it would not 

be desirable to comment on technical questions. Dr. Mackenzie suggested that 

a remark be added on the procedure that would be followed with regard to the 

report, and all were agreed.that that would be possible. Dr. Wickreraesinghe 

suggested a note giving supplementary information which would not constitute a 

comment on the technical aspects. He could see no objection to that either. 

Dr. BIRAUD thought that a difficulty had arisen throu^i an imperfect 

translation into English of the original French draft of the report. In the 

English text it appeared that the expert committee was suggesting that acute 

cases should be subject to surveillance. He did not think that the Secretariat 

would be exceeding its right to correct textual errors if it replaced the 

words "persons in these categories" in subsection 3.3.2 by "such non-contagious 

persons". 

Dr, TABA wondered whether Dr. Mackenziers proposal was that the report should 

be published with a note saying that it was to be sutmitted to the Committee on 

International Quarantine, or that a combined report should be published after 

that committee had examined it. 



. * • * « 

Dr., MACKENZIE noted that the portions of the report that had raised questions 

were those concerned with international quarantine measures in connexion -with 

trachoma. Those aspects, however, had been studied in response to a request from 

3X0 in accordance with the resolution adopted at the Migration Conference, which spoke 
• ： ' »•. 

of "placing these problems on the agenda of -the expert committees" of Щ0, not of 

any one expert committee. It seemed, therefore, that that part of the report could 

go before both expert coaimittees, and the rest could be published. 

The. CHAIRMAN drew attention to the following- draft resolution, which he thought 

incorporated the views of all membersi 

The Executive Board 

1- NOTES the first report of the Expert Committee on Trachoma� . 

2. THANKS the members of the committee for their work; 

3. RECOGNIZES that at the present tiiae there are no international . 

regulations dealing with the control of trachoma in international traffic� 

4« DECIDES to refer this report to the Committee on International 

Quarantine for its consideration, from the practical point of view of 

Section 3, dealing with "Prophylaxis of trachoma in international traffic"� 

5. AUTHORIZES publication of the report. 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted unanimously. (See resolution EB10.R15.) 
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FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES (preliminary discussion) � Item 13 of the Agenda 

(EB9.E83, Official Records No,40, page' 30, resolution Ш/^бЗ'ond dociwmt EKÜO/23) 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the outlines for the study of the two 

topics proposed by the Fifth Health Assembly under the general heading of 

organizational structure and administrative efficiancy of the Organization, namely 

the education and training programme and regionalization, had been broken down into 
‘ , '• . “ 
a amber of main headings (EELO/23) - Any coments or suggested additions by the 

9 

Board wcmld be incorporated in tha proposed studies to Ъ© snteixtted by the 

Secritariat to the eleventh session of the Board. 

Dr. HAÏEK suggested that the proposed outlines should be forwarded for the 

observations of Member States before tha studies were undertaken by the Secretariat. 

The DIESCTCRr-QÊ ISîîâL replied that any reference back to Member States would 

entail delay, making it. impossible for the studies to be completed during the 

current year. 

Professor OAMPERIA proposed that the outline for stuĉ r on the education and 

training programe should include a list of selected institutions for the training 

of public-healtli personnel. 

‘T / ICKRaSiSINGHE thought that of the tvro subjects selected by the Health 

Assembly as being of immédiate importance, the education and training programme was 

the most pressing, He wondered whether the Secretariat would be able to provide 

Member States with a summarized statement about the training of nurses) doctors and 

health personnel in the various countries together with a considered opinion as to 



what precisely training should consist of. For instance, it had recently been 

'suggested that the nursing curriculum in Ceylon should inalude a three months1 course 

in midvvifeiy, and in. that connexion some authoiitative statement of its desirability 

or othervri.se would have been of great practical value. 

The DÏRECTOR-QENEmL said that it would be a tremendous task to cover all the 

aspects of training� it would meaii that tlicy vfould have to Ъе placed on tbe agenda of 

a series of expert committees. It would be extremely difficult to provide an 

authoritative opinion as to what was the best procedure because what was appropriate 

for one country was not necessarily so for all 

Dr» van den BERG observed that as the question at issus was iiie organizational 

structure and administrative efficiency of the Organisation, Ше present discussion 

should be concerned not with the length of training courses but only with the 

type of assistance which WHO could give in thát field; otherwise there would be an 

encroachment on the'technical discussions item. 

Dr. MACKENZIE endorsed the remarks of the previous speaker. Ihe first four 

aspects mentioned in the outline for stu<̂ y 011 the education and training programme 

should be redrafted to make it clear that the proposed studies concerned the type of 

assistance iwbich the Organization could give in relation to the problems under review. 

He was in gene ral agreement with the suggested outlines but wished to raise 

two pointsî (1) "What was the precise meaning of "promotion of standards" in the 

programe of education and training services? (2) The question of fellowships, to 

which considerable funds were devoted, merited discussion under a separate heading. 

Мацу aspects were involved, particularly the difficul-ty encountered in selecting the 



right Fellows as well as suitable men in the receiving countзу to undertake teaching 

work. 

. , ‘ i ‘ : 

Professor PAEISOT referred to the extensive and detailed documentation on Ше 

t^ainin® of professional адЗ auxiliary health v/orkers compiled thé.proTicus ， 

joar and to each member o£ tbe Baardo � пшпЬфг of signifioaat facts 

сслй<1 be dram from that documentation which could be used in connexion with the 

proposed studies on educational trends and promotion of standards, in order to 

demonstrate сошаоп tendencies in a number of countries. 

‘The DIEECTOR-.GEN®AL ‘ said that while the studies undertaken by the Board fell 

under the general heading of organizational structure and administrative efficiency 

of the Organization^ they had to be undertaken in the context of and in relation to 
： ...•‘ . -

world conditions in ¿ach of the fields. It was accordingly essential to undertake 

the type of stuĉ r referred to by Professor Parisot. Such studies would involve an 

appreciation of trends in educational work throughout the world. Clearly, those types 

of studies were most salutaiy in that the administration was obliged to outline on . 

paper its own organizational structure and the objectives it sought to attain^ thus 

helping to maintain the work of the Organization on a logical and well'organized 

basis, acceptable to the nations to whom those reports were made. 

Dr. HAYEK asked .for clarification of the t-tTo headings, "Outline for study on 

education and training programe" and "Outline for study on régionalisation", which 

failed to indicate whether the studies referred to ihe vocational training oí doctors 

• ‘ . 

and. health personnel in national health administrations or in the various regional 

offices of the Organization itself. Point 2 (d) under the first proposed outline was 

also far from clear in the French text. 



The CHAIfiMAN, in reply， said that Dr. Hayek's first point wae covered in the 

first paragraph of resolution Щ/5‘'6)* Studies on particular aspects of the vork 

of WHO clearly included regional offices. 

Be asked the Secretariat to reply on the second point. 

Dr. CffiZEGOEZEWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training Serviсев, agreed 
• • • 

that the French wording of point 2 (d) vas not a correct translation of the English 

text, vhich referred to the ways in vhlch the Organization could assist countries to 

exchange their experiences in medical or health techniques or to disseminate knowledge 

atout new developments in teaching. The French text vould be revised to correspond 

vith the English wording. 

Decision: There being no objections, .the outlines suggested Ъу the Director-
General in document EBlo/23, with the additions proposed Ъу"Profeasor-Caamperia 

i and Dr. Marüsenzie, were approved, (see resolution EB10.R18») 

. • ‘ . ‘ ‘ • 

U. COBEENCY OF COHTOIBUTIbNSt Item 19 of the Agenda 

The CHAIBMAN called on Mr. Siegel to introduce the subject. 

Mr, SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

explained that the Director-General had reported to the Fifth World Health Assembly 

the development of a plan by which it would be possible for the Organization to 

accept a portion of contributions tó the annual budget in pounds sterling, 

BesoXution hád been adopted as a result of that report. It was necessary tor 

the Board to adopt a resolution noting resolution 1НА5*20 and authorizing the 

Director-General, purisuant to the provisions of Financial Eegulation 5.5, to proceed 
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with the implementation of the plan. Much depended on the co-operation of Member 

States to enable the Organization to convert poonds sterling into their national 

currencies, which the Organization could then use in connexion with its operations. 

He proposed the following draft resolutions 

Rie Executive Board, 

I . Having considered resolution cf the Fifth World Health ЛавешМу, 

regarding a proposal to accept part of the contributions to the annual budgets 

of the Organization in sterling; 

Noting that this resolution requests the Executive Board to consider this 

proposal in acoordance with the provisions of financial Regulation 5.5; 

AUTHORIZES the Шrector-General to accept a currency other than US dollars 

or Svdss francs for such proportion of the contributions to the annual budgets 

for 1953 and future years as can be fully utilized by the Organization; 

I I , Realising that the amount of other currencies which can be «sod dopends 

upon the Member States granting to VÍHO the right to purchase their national 

cuirrencies with such other currencies, in order that th^ Organization may meet 

its expenses in those national currencies； 

URGES the lifember States to grant the Organization the right to purchase 

their national currencies in this, manner• 



* 
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« 

Dr. TABA, asked for the draft resolution to be circulated in viriting• 

Xn reply to a question by Dr. Hayek, the CHAIRMAN'read Financial Regulation 5,5, 

which he said clearly showed 1tostr.part or whole of contributions could be paid in 

currencies other than US dollars or Swiss francs should the DirectoivOenaral, in 

conexütation with the Executive Board, so determine. . . . . : 

« • . . . . , - + • 、 . • • ‘ 

• • • 4 

Mr. SIEGEL ,çaid� that the problem had been studied over a number of years and an 

attempt made to evolve a plan which would make it .possible to accept a portion or 

percentage of contributions from Member States in some currency other than US 

dollars tr Swiss francs. The successful execution of the envisaged plan would depend 

on a number of factors? (1) the agreement of the United Kingdom to the use of 
' • • . . . . . . . . ‘ _ 

sterling by the Organization.in рщ-chasing other currencies� (2) the agreemént of a 

number of governments to. the purchase of their own currencies against pounds 

sterling. It would thus be possible for the Organization to accept a larger • 

percentage of contributions in pounds sterling. However, if some governments found 

¿t impossible to agree to the proposed arrangement, then the percentage of sterling 

•which could be accepted would have to be reduced. 

Dr_ TàBA. believed that such a resolution would be welcomed by many Member 

States, particularly those short of hard currencies, For that reason, he would like 

to study the resolution carefully, although he queried whether it would be of any 

practical help should agreement not be reached on the matter. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that it was not expected that in the near future the amounts 

involved would be substantial. For example, the percentage of total contribution 



to be expected from each Member in sterling would be in the neighbourhood of 

Tfroa 10 to: 20ч/' HoweVer, a nûmber of oouiitri'es might regard it as advantageous to 

. .. ：、 ‘ -• 

pay- às;'little as that in sterling « ‘ 

. , * - � • - , . r •‘ • . ’ ‘ • • ; • J • • “ ». v ‘ 

； .* ‘ • • . 、 . . • • 

Dr. TüBA wondered whether the resolution could bo redrafted to provldo- tha;¡í . 

10 to 20 per cent of the total contribution of a country cquld be paid in sterling. 
•*. . '. ..�• . � � • '. .- • � . * ' ' •� • . • » 

。 Mr. SIEGEL explained that as soon as the plan had besn implemented, the 

-GeaeraX wiüá asoert^in from govei-nments whether they w>uld agree ta exchange 

t.Sheir own national currencies against pounds sterling, тйе next step would be to 

advise Member States of Ше exact amounts of their 1953 contributions which could be 

paid in sterling, US dollars or Swá..fjs francs. 

Replying'..to Dr. Taba/ he t>aid that the plan would be implemented to the extent 

to which agreement could be reached during negotiations'. . ' 

Decision? There being no objections, the draft resolution read by 

“Mr . Siegel was approvedь (See resolution EB10«Hl3o) 

. " . . . . . ‘ . •“ • 1 . . . . . • ‘ . • . , - « • » 

5. ffîOCEDURE TOR THE EXAMINATION CF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES BY ТЩ 

EXECUTIVE BOARDî Supplementary. itfem of the Agenda (DocuiBent EBlO/21) 

Di% ERâVO, Chairman of the Standing Committee on. Administration and Finance ^ 

the previous session of the board， introduced the subject. In his view, that 

committee had been of great value to the Executive Board in studying detailed 

administrative and financial questions � i c h it toi s difficult tb examine in a large 

. . . . • • • • ‘ * . . . . .
 л

 • • . . . . . -

group. 

it ШБ for the 3;egal experts to " say Aether the decision taken to suppress the 

Standing Committee, set up on the instructions of the F irs � World Health Assembly, 



was in conformity with the Constitution. In any event, the Board at its next 

meeting vrould have to examine the programme and budget for 1954 in detail^ which would 

take considerable txroa and involve heavy work, possibly over a period of at least four 

weeke. Each of the 18 members would no doubt have comments to make: clearly that 

would take a considerable time, and the expenses of the Organization be increased 

correspondingly. The Executive Board's decision was based on the desire of several 

• . • ••� , . . . . 

members 一 himself included 一 for an opportunity to participate fully in discussions 

on the programme and budget. He wondered whether that was not an argument for 

maintaining rather than suppressing the Standing Ccemnlttee. 

On the other hand, the Standing Committee had not only studied financial 

and administrative problems but other questions connected with the structure and 

efficiency of the Organization. 

For all the above reasons, he strongly supported Dr. Mackenzie's proposal for 

the matter to be reopened, and a resolution adopted reversing the former decision. 

Professor GANA.PERIA, referring to Or, Mackenzie 's oommmication, reproduced in 

‘ j 

document EBlO/21, asked whether a resolution of the Executive Board, if not ratified 

by the Health Assembly, could be held to be without effect, and if so, why • 

the resolu-tion not been submitted to the Fifth Herlth Assembly» 

Professor PARISOT said that the report of the Executive Board, including the 

resolution in question, had been before the Health Assembly. He himself had 

presented a report to the Health Assembly dravring particular attention to the 

resolution in question. The report had been approved and Implicitly therefore the 

Health Assembly had accepted the resolution embodied therein. 



The DIRECTCR-GENERAZ. traieed the historical development of the Standing Committee, 

which had been set up on the instructions of the First Health Assembly, initially by 

thè Board's constituting itself as A Standing Ôommittee on Administration and Finance. 

Laterj at the fourth session of the Board, a separate Standing Committee bad been 

established. At its ninth session the Board had decided to do away with the 

Standing Committee. The Health Assaably however had neither approved nor disapproved 

the Board's decision, simply noting its report. 

Clearly, the instruction of the First Health Assembly still held good and it 

•was open to the Board either to establish itself as a Coijsmittee on Administration 

and Finance or to decide that a smâller number ； of members shoi¿Ld. form such a 
• л •• ' • • • 

committee，but it could not use one of its working parties for the purpose without 

establishing it on a more permanent b a s i s . … 

Dr。 van den BERG, speaking on the legal aspect, confirmed the Director-Generalfs 

statement, Clearly, the Board could cónstitute itself a standing committee but that 

•was not the intention of the Health Assembly.. The. coromitt.ee . had been set up because 

of the concern in many countries that financial experts should, deal with special 

financial problems, which could not'-be- studied by thé Board in full session withift 

the limited time at its disposal。 A comparison of detailed figures could be made 

only during a less formal meeting。 To do that work with the same result would mean 

that the Board1 s session would have to last for at least six tíeelcs» 

Dr. TOC-BA said that in his view the Board had not violated the recommendation of 

the First World Health Assembly. It had established itself as a standing committee 

and later had found it necessary to set up a smaller group. The report of the ninth 
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session had been submitted to the Fifth World Health Assembly and likewise 

distributed to every Member. He failed to see how it could be said that the 

Assembly had not approved that report. However, if the Board wiehed to reverse its 

previous decision, it.was clearly able to do so. 

Tbe DIRECKB-GEEKERAL said that the Board had made no recormnendation to the 

Assembly indicating that the latter should charge or nullify an original instruction. 

. i . ‘ • ‘ 

It had merely reported its own decision, which had been noted by the Assanbly. That 

did not mean that the substance of the report had been approved, and no communication 

had been made to that effect. The original instruction was still in force and it 

was open to the Board to reconanend that it be changed should that be deemed 

Ы the meantime, it would be a simple matter for the Board to constitute itself into 

at standing committee and refer parts of its work to a sroaller group. It was not, 

however, appropriate to establish an ad hoc body for the purpose, in view of the 

decision of the First World Health Assembly. 

Further discussion was postponed until the following meeting. 

The meeting rose at X2«40 p.m. 
• •_•_ ••_111画_1攀_1 W j l l l l l • I •_ I • • ‘ 114 > l l t i H H I I II»! • Il_ 
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1 . BUDGETARY ALLOTMENTS ISSUED AS AT. 26 MAY 1952: Item 17 of the Agenda 

(Document EHLO/7) 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the report submitted by the Director-

General (document EB10/7). 

Decision; There being no comments, the Board took note of the report. 

2 . EXPERT COMMITTEE REPORTS: Item 7 of the agenda 

International Pharmacopoeia；, report on tenth session and Sub-Conmittee on 

Non-Proprietary Names, report on fourth session (Documents EB10/l0"and 

EB10/11) ： ~ ——' —^‘ 

Dr. van den BERG, referring to section 2 of the expert committee report 

(M0/Pharra/220) thought it was unfortunate that WHO had decided to dissolve the 

Brussels Agreement without replacing by international regulations the articles that 

ought to be retained. The International Pharmacopoeia, being only a recommendation, 

could not wholly replace a formal agreement. The Secretariat should be asked to 

make a study with a view to preparing suitable regulations. 

M. BLANC, Pharmaceutical Section, e^lained that there had been a strong 

feeling in the expert committee that there should be some form of agreement to 

replace the Brussels Agreements of 1906 and 1929. However, the difficulty of 

framing articles that could replace those parts of the Brussels Agreements that 

differed from the International Pharmacopoeia had proved so great that it had been 

decided that the only practicable solution would be to prepare a protocol and invite 

individual Member States to prepare national regulations. 

Decision: There being no further commentsл the Board noted the reports. 



Trachoma, report on the first.session (document EBXO/18) 

Dr. HAYEK considered that in the present state of knowledge on trachoma the 

report as a whole (¥H0/Trachoma/32) could hardly be better. He wished merely to 

suggest that in subsection 3.3.2 the word "may" in thé second sentence should be 

replaced by "must", since he felt that persons suffering from acute forms of 

trachoma and who insisted nevertheless on making international journeys should not 

be left free to subnit to surveillance or not as they chose. 
* 

The DIRECTOH-ŒNERAL pointed out that the Executive Board could not make 

corrections in a report drawn up by a group of experts in their own name, It could, 

however, make comments which would be circulated with the report wherever it went. 

UNICEF was beginning to interest itself in trachoma, and in that connexion the 

. _ ‘ * . 

Board might be interested to hear a statement from Dr. Sutter, 

Dr. SUTTER, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, 

said that in regard to trachoma control programmes, it was necessary to stress the 

complexity of the problems involved. Recognition had been given to the response 

to treatment by antibiotics, particularly when they were applied four or more times 

daily without interruption for a period of two months. Even that scheme, which was 

of course very difficult to apply to a large population, would leave a percentage of 

cases needing further treatment-. For that reason, it was still to be found out 

whether it would be possible to apply the present knowledge of the treatment of 

trachoma in mass campaigns, and most of the programmes had to be framed as pilot 

projects in very carefully selected and limited areas. Those pilot projects should 
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be closely watched and regulated before mass campaigns could be recommended or 

implemented in any particular country, and should be followed by an evaluation period 

of several years, to discover whether their results were permanent or only temporary. 

At present the programme for 1953 included some UNICEF-assisted projects for 

Morocco, Tunisia and Taiwan (Formosa), where such an approach was envisaged. It was 

probable that requests would come for similar types of programmes for the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region (probably Egypt), and South-East Asia (probably India or 

Indonesia). Those pilot projects could be considered as actual experiments ixi f iading" 

out the feasibility of applying in an economically administrative-way-the present 

knowledge of the effectiveness of antibiotics with or without sulfas in a large 

population. 

Dr. TUEBOTT, apart from general praise for the report, #iich was of particular 

interest to him because the problem of trachoma existed in his own country, wished 

to make the following comments i 

Firstly, he hoped that the suggestion in section 4.2, regarding the publication 

of a monograph, would be followed up. Secondly, he heartily endorsed the 

recommendation in section 4.4. He had been astonished at a recent meeting of a body 

of experts to discover the isolation in which many of them had worked until brought 

together in an international gathering. Once contact had been established, it was 

always maintained to the enormous profit of all concerned. Thirdly, with regard to 

the recommendation in section 4 . 7 , he thought that i t would be more useful i f the 

training of virologists T«as not confined to ophthalmology. 

Professor ALIVISÁTOS, after praising the report, added the following remarks: 



The plan for mass treatment of trachoma would be difficult to apply, since it would 

be impossible to make children and employed persons report four times a day for 

application of the ointment. A study should be undertaken to evolve a simpler treat-

ment involving only one or two applications a day, and doses of sulfonamide should be 

arranged to be administered at the same time, especially to children, who could not be 

trusted to take the doses regularly by themselves. 

In section 2.5 the report suggested the resumption of experin^nts in vaccination 

against the Koch-leeks bacillus. His own opinion was that the experiments were bound 

to fail, for his experience in the question of local immunity developed after 

conjunctivitis due to the bacillus had shown a large number of cases of persons suffering 

two or three times from the complaint. It was well known that where natural infection 

could not provide adequate immunity, vaccination would fail. 

As to the recommendation in section 4.7, he wished to suggest that the fellowships 

in question should be awarded to virologists for specialized training in the problem 

of the trachoma virus, in view of its importance and of the impossibility, in the 

present state of knowledge, for any specialist to cover the � o l e field of virology. 

Finally， he wished to Suggest that among the subjects for research be included 

the question of susceptibility to trachoma,.in view of the changes that were known 

to take place in the cornea between the ages of 15 and 20, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, with regard to the suggestion in section 4.2, 

there was at present no budgetary provision for the production of a monograph, but 

that if the Executive Board approved the suggestion funds would have to be found some 

time in the future. The recommendation in section 4.7 was the result of a slight 
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misconception by the expert committee. _ did not establish fellowships for 

particular purposes; they were provided on request by individual governments, and 

their purpose in each case depended on the needs of the government concerned. 

Dr. WICKBEMESINQffi had understood the Qireotor-Qeneral to say that the report, 

if published, could not be：changed in any way. He wondered whether misconceptions 

such as the Director-General had just pointed out should be allowed to go through, 

since the report would be published as a report of an expert committee of the World 

Health Organization and confusion might result in some countries. 

He personally was thinking rather of another mistake， in the footnote to 

subsection 3 .3 .2 . The note quoted the definition of the word "surveillance" given 

in the International Sanitary Conventions for Aerial Navigation of 1933 and 1944, but 

by the time the report m s published the conventions would be superseded by the 

International Sanitary Regulations. Perhaps a footnote could be Inserted to that 

effect. It should also be pointed out that surveillance was not a means of 

controlling acute forms of disease; it was merely a way of keeping contacts under 

observation. Once a person was suffering from a disease, the term "surveillance" 

had no further meaning. 

The DIEECTOR-GENEML said there could be no question of changing the report, 

but any comments, or additional infomation necessary where circumstances had changed, 

could be attached and, as he had said, would accompany the report wherever it was 

circulated. He did not think there could be any objection to inserting such comments 

as footnotes as well as in a covering note. . 



Dr. van den BERG recalled that similar problems had arisen before in the 

consideration of expert 'committee Reports. He wondered Aether draft expert comnittee 

reports could not be run over by an expert eye frem the Secretariat before final 

adoption in the committee¿ ‘ v 

The DISECTOR-GENERAL said that -thé''Secretariat did do its best to ensüré that 

expert ccsmmittee reports contained no actual, errors, bat where a situation changed, 

as for example by the coming into force of the- Ihternational Sanitary Regulations, 

the only course ma to ad'd a comment lâteï'. : 

In the case of section 4.7, it was perhaps the Executive Board rather titón the 

expert committee that tkís under misconception. The-' expert committee had probably 

intended to suggest that individual governments should themselves establish.feïldwships 

and -seek hêlp from wherever it was available. 

Finally, with regard to the footnote to subsection 3.3.2, the International 

Sanitary Regulations contained, no definition of "surveillancè", and therefore the 

only definition available had been c i t e d . ‘ 

Dr. MACKENZIE felt seme anxiety about publishing subsection 3.3.2 as it stood. 
• ‘ 专 . . ’ * 

Taken with the footnote, it implied that governments were empowered by the 

International Sanitary Conventions to place trachoma sufferers under surveillance, 

whereas in fact there vj'3:;'e- no international, but only national, regulations dealing 

with -trachoma. ' Alsd, : à:s had been pointed out, surveillance was purely a measure for 

keeping contacts under observation.' �‘'.. .、.’ 、 

As for' sect-ion 3 .4/ on migrants, more advice would be useful on what could' be 

done from the administrative point of view by countries of immigration. ‘ The i-eport 



apparently placed reliance on bilateral agreements, but account must be taken of the 

extreme difficulty of diagnosing trachoma. 

On the whole, however, he considered the report deserved the highest praise and 

would be of great usefulness. 

Finally, he agreed with the Director-General that the report must be inviolate 

unless the Organization took some responsibility for i t , which was not the case. I f 

there was a factual mistake, a note could be added, but i t must come from the 

Secretariat and not from the Executive Board, 

Professor ALIVISATOS wished to clarify his previous statement. He did not 

agree with the suggestion that ophthalmologists should become virologistsj it was 

much easier for a virologist to become an expert on treatment of trachoma. 

Dr . BIRAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiological Services, said №at the portions 

, o f the report dealing with quarantine questions would be sulxiitted at the end of 1953 

to the expert committee competent on such questions, the Conmittee on International 

Quarantine) which would decide what action should be taken on the recommendations. 

It had been pointed out that there were no international regulations concerning 

trachoma, but members of the expert coramittse had been aware that considerable 

hardship was frequently caused to trachoma sufferers or persons scarred by trachoma 

w h 0 , though no longer contagions, were -refused entry into certain countries. It had 

been felt that, in the light of present views as to the non-contagiousness of trachana 

and the possiblity of reducing contagiousness still further by proper doses of the 

newer drugs, it should be possible to replace national regulations prescribing complete 

exclusion by provision for surveillance for a few weeks or a few months. Such a use 



of the term "surveillance11 would admittedly be new, but it would be possible in that 

way to mitigate many of the hardships at present imposed, 

Dr. BáENGSVANG rec^J.led that the' Direc tor-General had said that if funds we^e 

provided the monograph suggested in section 4«2 could be. provided• He wished to 

express his view that funds should be found :vith a' view to publishing the monograph 

Jin Х954л if possible. 

The СНАШУУШ remarked that there remained a number of questions still to be 

clarifieds 

In the first place, trachoma was not at present a quarantinable disease as 

defined in the International Sanitary Regulations^, and therefore any reference to 

the application of international regulations to trachoma was out of place u Secondly, 

the report recommended surveillance for acute cases，and in subsection З^АЛ it 

�� :.оке of treatment in the country of immigration，which meant that the individual 

concerned must be suffering from either an acute or a subacute form of the disease. 

In neither case was surveillance applicable о The Board must therefore decide whether 

to add a note saying that trachoma was not a quarantinable disease and that the 

references were rather out of place. Finally, there ms the question raised by 

Dr. Hayek as to whether measures should not be obligatory rather-than optionale 

The DIRECTOR^GENER/iL thought that the Board should first decide whether it 

agreed with I)r, MacKenzie that it could not express any views од technical questions, 

in which case, the matter 7¿culd be left bo the Comittee on International Quarantine. 



Dr. BIRAUD said that it had been the intention of the experts, even if it was 

not clear in the English text of the report, that only trachoma sufferers who had 

been rendered non-contagious should be subject to surveillance, instead of being 

barred from entry into a country. Unfortunately there was at present no sure test 

of non-contagiousness that could be conducted by officials at ports, and that was 

why surveillance -mas suggested. 

It was true that trachoma was not a quarantinable disease from the point of view 

of the International Sanitary Regulations, and that was exactly why some countries 

imposed excessive restrictions dating fran a period when effective methods of treatment 

were not known. Hence the expert committee had felt that a new point of view should 

be put forward, even if the Committee on International Quarantine did not consider it 

necessary to adopt international regulations to prevent such excessive restrictions -

f o r it must be remembered that the purpose of international sanitary regulations was 

to prevent the abuse of quarantine measures rather than to impose measures on couhtries. 

The CHAIRMâN admitted that sane countries imposed too stringent measures with 

regard to trachoma, but it was equally true that some took no measures at all . К 

the report was published in its present forai, countries which at present imposed no 

measures might get the impression that there was a provision in the International 

Sanitary Regulations for surveillance. So while hardships might be mitigated in sane 

countries, new hardships might be imposed in others. 

• v • • • 

Dr> ВШХЮ said that there were tvro kinds of quarantine measures, those adopted 

nationally and those adopted through the adaptation of national to international 

regulations. At present there were no international regulations on trachcmaj it was 



covered by national..legislation in.the case of-international travellers in transit, 

a n d in the case of immigrants•.tjy bilateral agreements, nvhich usually provided for 

medical examination before departure from the country -of emigration. At present . 

admission was usually refused to trachoma suffsrers and'even' to those with long-h'ealed 

lesions, which often caused s.erious hardship. '• 

The expert committee had therefore wished to bring the attention of National 

authorities to treatments .rendering： sufferers, eiraa in acuta caoes, non-contagioua in 

a'f&n laonths. It had also wished to suggest that the presence of'trachoma scars 

;should not necessarily bar a person:fram entity. ..It had therefore indicated that 

surveillance would give security to the country of 'inmigration and make it possilxLe 

to relax measures taken before departure from‘the•country of emigration. That 

point of view had been put forward in full knowledge of the detailed discussions 

at the Migration Conference in October 1951. 

.The report would be placed before the Committee on International Quarantine, and 

it would be for that committee to say whether it would be desirable to adopt inter-

national regulations on the matter or to leave it to national health administrations 

as in the past. But in any case the new point of view should be placed before 

national health authorities. 

Dr. WICKREMESIN®E' said that all members of the Board-would agree � i t h Dr. Biraud, 

but it was unfortunately not what.was said in the r e p o r t 、 . ‘.. • 

Since all members of the Board apparently agreed on what was required, the most 

practical course seemed to be to submit the report to the Committee on International 
. .• - . . . . . . .. • . . 

Quarantine with particular reference to sections 3.3 and 3.4 . 



The СШИШШ thought there remained two points to decide. Firstly there was 

the question of whether the Executive Board could make comments on technical aspects. 

Secondly, there was the question of quarantine measures. Dr. Biraud had given an 

entirely satisfactory explanation, but as Dr. Mckremesinghe had pointed out, it was 

not what was said in the - report- On that point, he thought that it would be : : ,、 

sufficient to insert a note saying that there were no international regulations 

covering traahoma.. 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE said that he had made a concrete proposal, namely that the 

report be referred to the Committee on International Quarantine for revision. 

The CHAIRMAN said there acrold be no question of revising the report• That had 

already been decided', The point raised by Dr. Wi с kr eme s in ghe would certainly be 

considered by the Committee on International Quarantine, which was to examine the 

report in any case， but it would have been published before that. 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that all were agreed that the text of the report could not 

be altered. Furthermore^ to add any comment on the scientific or technical, aspects 

would be to take a certain amount of respcnsitility. On the other hand, he realised 

the implications of sending out the report to governments as it stood. Perhaps the 

solution would be. to add a note stating that the report had been passed to the 

Committee on International Quarantine for observations regarding the practicability of 

the reconmendations in the portions dealing with quarantine matters. 

Dr. van den ВЕЮ supported the suggestion of Dr, Mackenzie. 



,'v “. 

Professor CANAPERXA thought that there had been some confusion in the discussion. 

The recommendations in Chapter 3 of the report had been made from two different points 

of view. Section 3.4 , on migrants, contained recommendations made after a study 

undertaken in response to a resolution adopted at the Migration Conference and 

qaoted in a footnote to the section¿ As the Board was aware, migrants were 

not covered by the International Sanitary Regulations, but there was a special 

article, providing that they should be subject to individual national measures. 

Section 3 .3 , on the other hand, dealt with travellers in transit, and that 

was the section vhich should be submitted to study by the Committee on 

International Quarantine since, as had been stressed, there were no international 

regulations on trachoma. 

The Board might therefore adopt the method suggested by Dr. Mackenzie^ and 

authorize the publication of the report with a note saying that the section dealing 

with travellers in transit had been submitted to the Committee on International 

Quarantine for examination and the possible Naming of regulations based on the 

recommendations contained in it . 

Dr. ЩСККЕМЕБВКЖ wished for clarification on one point. He had understood 

the. Director-General to say that the report could not be changed, but that a purely 

factual n6te could be added. If that was so, then there would be no objection to 

inserting a footnote to the effect that as from October 1952 the questions previously 

governed by the International Sanitary Conventions would be governed by the 

International Sanitary Regulations. 



The CHAIRMAN enquired whether Dr. Wickremesingheis suggestion was not covered 

by Dr. Mackenzie's proposal. 

Dr. van cjen BERG thought that there was a distinction between the two proposals. 

All members were agreed that the report could not be changed and that it would not 

be desirable to comment on technical questions. Dr. Mackenzie suggested that 

a remark be added on the procedure that would be followed "with regard to the 

report, and all were agreed that that would be possible* Dr. Wickremesinghe 

suggested a note giving supplementary information lAáiich would not constitute a 

comment on the technical aspects. He could see no objection to that either. 

Dr. BIRA.UD thought that a difficulty had arisen through an imperfect 

translation into English of the original French draft of the report. In the 

English text it appeared that the expert committee was suggesting that acute 

oases should be subject to surveillance • He did not think that the Secretariat 

would be exceeding its right to correct textual errors if it replaced the 

words "persons in these categories" in subsection 3.3*2 by "such non-contagious-

persons"• 

Dr. TABA wondered whether Dr. Mackenzie1 s proposal iwas that thô report should 

be published with a note saying that it was to be submitted to the Committee on 

International Quarantine, or that a combined report should be published after 

that committee had examined it. 



Dr. MCKENZIE- ftoted. that the portions of the report, that had raised questions 

•were those concerned with international quarantine measures in connexion with 

trachoma. Those aspects, however, had been studied in response to a request from 

ILO in accordance with the resolution adopted at the Migration Conference, which spoke 

of "placing these problems on the agenda of "the expert committees" of ЩО, not of 

• • • 

any one expert committee. It seemed, therefore, that that part of th® report could 

go before botti expert committees, and the rest could be published. 

• ‘ ' . • • • • • 

The CMIIMAN drew: attention to ..the following draft resolution, which he thought 

incorporated the views� of Ш members�: 

The Executive Board 
• •• . . . . • . , . 

--..•‘•• • • .... л- . : - . .... . 

1. NOTES toe first report of the Expert Committee on Trachoma� 

2. THANKS the members of the committee for their work-“ 

.. . . . .RECOGNIZES that at the present time there are no" international . 

regulations dealing'' with the coritror of trachoma in international� traffic'� • 

4. DECIDES to refer thi¿ report to the; Comittee ón International 

Quarantine- for-.its,:consideratilQn,. the practical point of view of 

Section (3) dealing with "Prophylaxis of trachoma in international traffic",• 

5. AUTHORIZES publication of the report. 

Decision: The,draft.resolution was adopted unanimously. 



^ 3 , FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES (preíiminaiy discussion) 1 It«n 13 of the Agenda 

(EB9.BS3, Official Records ÏÏo.40» page 30^ and Documents A/5/R/63 and EBlO/23) 
V 

• * • . *. . 

The IŒRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the outlines for the stuciy of the two 

topics proposed by the ELfth Health Assembly under the general heading of 

organizational structure and administrative efficioncy of the Organization, namely 

the education and training programme and regionalization, had been broken down into 

a number of main headings (EBlO/23)» Any coranents or suggested additions by the 

Boa id would be incoiporated in the proposed studies to be submitted by the 

Secretariat to the eleventh session of the Board. 

Dr. HAYEK suggested that the proposed outlines should be forwarded for the 

observations of Member States before -the studies were londertaken by the Secretariat. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that any reference back to Member States would 

entail delay, making it impossible for the studies to be completed during the 

cttrrent year. 

Professor CANAPERIA proposed that tiie outline for stucfy on the education and 

training programme should include a list of selected institutions for the training 

of public-health personnel. 

Dr. YiTICKREMESINGHE thought that of the two subjects selected ty Шв Health 

Assembly as being of immediate importance, the education and training programme was 

the most pressing, . He wondered whether the Secretariat would be able to provide 

Member States with a svonmaiized statement about the training of nurses, doctors and 

health personnel in the various countries together with a considered opinion as to 
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what precisely training should consist of. For instance, it had recently been 

suggested that the nursing curriculum in Ceylon should include a three months1 course 

in midlifeiy, and in that connexion scrne. authoritative statranent of its desirability 

or otherwise would have been of great practical value. 

..V ..... : • “ . 

The DIRÈCTOR-GENEEA.L said that it would be a tremendous task to cover all the 

aspects of training, which would have to be considered and placed on the agenda of 

•à series of expert committees. It would.be extremely difficult to provide an 

authoritative opinion as to what was the best procedure because vehat was appropriate 

for one country was not necessarily the sane for all. 
. • • • t , ‘ .. !•;.•••*• • .. ‘ .. . . ‘ , . . ‘ 

. . - > • ‘ * t . • • , •， . • • . . * ,. • 

. • . . » • * 4 - ‘ . • ‘ 、 ‘ 

Dr. van den ВЕШ observed that as the question at issue was 'the org'atózational 

structure and administrative efficiency of the Organisation, the present discussion 

should be" concerned, not with the length of training courses, but only with the 

. . " ” • � � " ’ . . � .... • i , ¡ - [‘； ：•: ：•：: � �  ̂ ..v.':. ^ ‘ � ''¡' '. ‘‘ : ‘ ... 
iype of assistance which WHO could give in that field； otherwise there would be an 
enoroachjnent. ori, tbe ..technical discussions；.item,： .....':.:'.::、 •• ： ’，::'、.л!': .....'’.• 

-..•• .' . ‘ < “ . '•'!.• S ‘ • »- ‘ ‘ 
. • . . . *" » ' * . • I • 

. • , • . . I .... . .X . . . . ； • ••• . ； : ‘‘ ；： ‘；' ； : ；；; ， . ： • •‘ •.::• . : . - , ' � / . -:�.� .... :.•:••�..-.:. . . . ‘ . . . .� -, ... • • � � . 
Dr* HACKÎUZIÊ endorsed the remarks of the previous speaker. The first four 

’ ••;,.:-‘•,.� � � c m 

aspects mentioned in the outline for stucfy on the education and training programme 

should, be ted .to make it • cleay ^that ch© proposed sidles óonóeniéd 'thé type of 

assistarice wbich Orgaxai^'tiP^ cotpLd, give -in. relation to the pî oblems uná¿г review. 

He was in general agreemmt with the suggested outlines but wisHed to raise ' 

two points: (1) "What was the precise meaning of "promotion of standards" in the 

г > • • • . - : - “ • ... ... . • . * 

programme of education and training services? (2) The question of fellowships • to 

which considérable funds were devoted - merited discussion under a separate heading. 

Many aspects were involved, particularly the difficulty encountered in selecting the 
.« • • . i ‘ • . » . ' • • . • > • • . . . . . , • • V • 

. . . - . . • . * • - • < • * .. .. - ‘ • ‘ I 1 



right Fellows as well as suitable men in .the receiving countзу to undertake teaching 

. . ' . . . . . . . • . 

work. 

Professor PARISOT referred to ihe extensive and detailed documentation compiled 

the previous year concerning tte training of professional and auxiliaiy health workers 

which had been forwarded to each member of the Board. A number of significant facts 

could be drawn from that documentation which could be used in connexion with the 

proposed studies on educational trends and promotion of standards, in order to 

demonstrate common tendencies in a ntimber of countries. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that while the studies undertaken by the Board fell 

under the general heading of oi^anizational structure and administrative efficiency 

of the Organization, they had to be 'undertaken in the context of and in ‘relation to 

world conditions in each of the fields. It was accordingly essential to undertake 

the type of s t � referred to by Professor Parisot. Such studies would involve an 

appreciation of trends in educational work throughout the world. Clearly, those types 

of studies were most salutary in.that, the administration was obliged to outline on 

paper its own organizational structure and the objectives i t sought to attain, thus 

helping to maintain the work of the Organization on a logical and well organized 

basis, acceptable to tiie nations to whom those reports were made. 

• • • • “ - - . 

Dr. HAYEK asked for clarification of the two headings, "Outline for study on 

education and training.progjairnne" and."Outline for study on régionalisation», which 

failed to indicate whether the studies referred to ihe vocational training of doctors 

and health personnel in national health administrations or in the various regional 

offices of the Organization itself. Point 2 (d) under the first proposed outline was 

also far from clear in the French text. 



... . . • 、 ‘ . - , • • • * • 

The CHAIBMAN, in reply, said that Dr. Hayek's first point vas covered in the 

first paragraph of resolution A5/B/63. Studies on particular aspects of the vork 

pf WHO clearly included regional offices. 

He asked the Secretariat to reply on the second point. 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training Services, agreed 

that the French wording of point 2 (d) was not a correct translation of the English 

text, which referred to the ways in vhlch the Organization could assist countries to 

exchange their experiences in medical or health techniques or to disseminate knowledge 

atout new developments in teaching. The French text would be revised to correspond 
y 

.vt;tli the English vorâing. 

Decision： There being no objections, the outlines suggested by the Director-

General in document EBlo /25 � vith the additions propoeed by Professor Camperia 

and Dr. Madservzie, were approved. 
- • • 

� . CDEBENCY OF CONTRIBOTIÍ^íS; Item 19 of the Agenda (document A5/K/20) 

The CHAIEMAÏÏ called on Mr. Siegel to introduce the subject. 

M r . SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and F i n t e e , 

explained that the Director-General had reported to the Fifth World Health Assembly 

the development of a plan by vhich It vould be possible for the Organisation to 

accept, a portion of contributions to the annual budget in pounds sterling. 

Eesolution A5/R/20 had been adopted as a result of that report. It was necessary for 

the Board to adopt a resolution noting resolution АЗ/в/SÔ and authorizing the 

.Director-General, pursuant to the provisions of Financial Regulation 5 . 5 , to proceed 



with the implementation of the .plan, Mach depended on the co-operation of Member . 

States to enable the Organization to convert pounds sterling into their national 

• - . • ‘ . 

currencies, "which the Organization could then use in connexion with its operations. 

• . • •• 

He proposed the following draft resolution: 

"The Executive Board, 

S. Having considered tiie resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly 

Regarding a proposal to accept part of the contributions to the annual budgets 

of the Organization in sterling;1 

Noting that this resolution requests the Executive Board to consider.this 

proposal in accordance with the provisions of Financial Regulation 5.5; 
- • - * • • • : • a ：：,..̂ •• ... ： •• . T； • 

AUTHORIZES the Director-General to accept a currency other than US dollars 
. • . • 1 . ' ••• t 4 •• . •• . ..., . . •. • л . ， . 

* ,  4 . - . t X ^ ' . 'V . . 

or Swiss francs for such proportion of the contributions to the annual budgets 

for 1953 and fùturè years'as can be fully'Utilized"b5r the Oi^anization; 

I I . Realising that thë' amount oí otiier currencies which can be utilized depends 

\фоп the Member States granting to .Щ0 the right to purchase their national 
磨 

currencies with such other currencies, in order that the Organization may meet 

its expenses in those national currencies； 

URGES the Member States to grant the Organization the right to purchase 

their national currencies in-this manner." • : 

^•Resolution Л5Д/20 



Dr, TâBA asked for the draft resolution to be circulated in writing. 

* ‘ ; • 
• • 

Ш Гер1у to a question by Dr.. Hayek, the CHAIRMAN read Financial Regulation 5.5, 

Which he said clearly flowed Itoa .̂part or whole of contributions could be paid in 
» . ‘ 

currencies other than US dollars or Swias francs should the Director-General, in 

consultation with the Executive Board, so determine. 

• . . . ' 

Шч SIEGEL said that the problem had been studied over a number of years and an 
、• 

attempt made to evolve a plan which viould make it possible to accept a portion or 

percentage of contributions from Member States in some currency other than US 

dollars- «r Swiss francs. The successful execution of the envisaged plan would depend 

on a number of factors» (l) the agreement of the United Kingdom to the use of 

sterling by the Organization in purchasing other currencies; (2) the agreement of a 

number of governnents to the purchase of their ovm currencies against pounds 

sterling. It would thus be possible for the Organization to aocept a larger 

percentage of contributions in pounds sterling. However, if some governments found 

it Impossible to agree to the proposed arrangement, then the percentage of sterling 

which could be accepted woxild have to be reduced, 

Dr; mBA. believed that such a resolution would be welcomed by many Member 

States, particularly those short of hard currencies. For that reason, he would like 

to study the resolution carefully, although he queried whether it would be of any 

practical help should agreement not be reached on the matter. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that it was not expected that inlhe near future the amounts 

involved would be substantial. For example, the percentage of total contribution 



to be expeeted from each Member in sterling would be in the neighbourhood of from 

10 to 20 per cent. However, a number of countries might regard it as advantageous to 

pay as little as that in sterling. 

.Цр. TA.BA. wondered vrhether the resolution could b© redrafted to the effect that 

10 to 20 per cent of the total contribution of a country could be paid in sterling. 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that as soon as the plan had been implemented, the 

Director-General yrould ascertain from governments whether they w u l d agree to exchange 

their own national currencies against pounds sterling; the next step would be to 

advise Member States of the esact amounts of their 1953 contributions which could be 
• , - » • ‘ • » • ‘ • 

paid in sterling, US dollars or Swiss francs. 

Replying to Dr. Taba, he said that the plan would be implemented to the extent 

to which agreement could be reached during negotiations. 

Decision: There being no objections, the draft resolution read by 

Mr. Siegel was approved.-

5. FROCEDURE FOR THE EXAMINATION OF THE PROGRAMME k W BUDGET ESTIMATES BY THE 

’ EXECUTIVE BQâRDî Supplementary.item of the Agenda (Document EBlO/21) 

Dr. BRâVO, Chairman of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance at 

‘ • . • . ； “ г 

the previous session of the Board, introduced the subject. In his view, that 

committee had been of great value to the Executive Board'in studying detailed 

administrative and financial questions' vihich it was difficult to examine in a large 
• . - • � 

group. 

It was for the legal experts to say Aether the decision taken to supf>i-ëss the 

Standing Committee, set up on the instructions of the First World Health Assembly, 



was in conformity with the Constitution» In any event, the Board at its next 

meeting yrould have.to examine the progranane and budget for. 1954 in .detail, which would 

take considerable time�and involve heavy, work, possibly over a period of at least four 

weeks- Each of the 18 members would no doubt have ooroments.to make» clearly that 

would take a considerable time, and the expenses of the Organization be increased 

correspondingly. The Executive Board's decision was based on the desire of several 

• • • • ‘ ' • • . • , 

m mbers • htoself included - for an opportunity to participate fully in discussions 

on the programme and budget. He wondered whether that was not an argument for 

maintaining, rather than suppressing the Standing Committee. . , 

On the other han^ the Standing Commtttee had. not only studied financia^. 

and administrative.problems but other questions conneoted with the structure and 

efficiency of the Organization. 

For all the above reasons, he strongly supported Dr. M a c k e n z i e ' s proposal for 

the matter to be reopened, and a resolution adopted reversing the former decision. 

Professor CAmPERIA, referring to. Dr..Mackenzie's communication, reproduced in 

document EBlO/21, asked whether a resolution of the. Executive Board, if îiot ratified 

Ъу the Health Assembly, could be held to be without effect, and If so, why was t-he 

resolution not submitted to the Fifth Health Assembly? . 

Professor PARISOT said that the report of the Executive Board, including the 

resolution in question, had been before the Health Assembly. He himself had 

p r e s e n t e d a report to the Health Assembly drawing particular attention to the 

resolution in question� The report had been approved, and implicitly therefore the 

Health Assembly had accepted the resolution embodied therein. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL traced the historical development of the Standing Committee, 

which had been set up on the instructions of the First Health Assembly, initially by 

the Board's constituting itself as a Standing Committee on Administration and Finance. 

.. .• • . “ » 

Later, at the fourth session of the Board, a separate Standing Committee had been 
» • • 

established. At its ninth session the Board had decided to do away with the 

Standing Committee. -The Health Assembly however had neither approved nor disapproved 

the Board's decision, simply noting its report. 

Clearly, the instruction of the First Health Assembly still held good and it 
< . 

was open to the Board either to establish itself as a Committee on Administration 

and Finance or to decide that a smaller number of members should form such a 

committee, but it could not use one of its working parties for the purpose without 

establishing it on a more permanent basis. 

Dr. van den BERG, speaking on the legal aspect, confirmed the Director-General's 

statement. Clearly, the Board could constitute itself a standing committee but that 

was not the intention of the Health Assembly. The committee had been set up because 

of the concern in many countries that financial experts should deal with special 

financial problems, which could not be studied by the Board in full session within 
t * “ , . , . . . . 

the limited time at its disposal. A comparison of detailed figures could be made 

only during a less formal meeting. To do that work with the same result, would mean 

that the Board's session would have to last for at least some six weeks. 

Dr. TOGBA said that in his view the Board had not violated the recommendation of 

the First World Health Assembly. It had established itself as a standing committee 

and later had found it necessary to set up a smaller group. The report of the ninth 
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• • • • 

session had been submitted to the Fifth Wo^ld Heálth' Assembly and likewise 
‘ . ‘ ‘ . . 

distributed to every Member. He failed to see how it could be said that the 

Assembly had not approved that report. "However, if the Board wished to reverse its 

previous decision, it was clearly able to do so. 

� ‘* 1 

The DIRECTOR-GENERâL said that :the Board had made no recommendation to the 
‘ ' •. • » * 

Assembly indicating that the latter should change or nullify an original instruction. 

It had merely reported its ovm decision, wblch had been noted by the Assembly. That 

did not mean that the substance of the report had been approved, and no communication 

had been made to that effect. The original instruction was still in force and it 

waS open to the Board to recommend that it be changed should that be deemed ad^if^le . 

m the meantime, it would be a simple matter for the Board to constitute itself into 

a standing committee and refer parts of its work tó a smaller group, 

however, appropriate to establish an ad hoc body for the purpose, in 

decision of the First World Health Assembly• 

‘ - ‘ … . i . . .. 
• - • • • • ；.. . . . • 

Further discusión was postponed until the following meeting. 

It. was not, 

view of ttie 
• . 

The meeting rose at 12«40 p.m« 


